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	2016 April New Updated Microsoft MB2-707 Questions and Answers 107q Released By Braindump2go Today! Exam Info: Exam
Name: Microsoft Dynamics CRM Customization and Configuration2016 Latest MB2-707 Study Guide:1.Manage solutions;

2.Manage security;3.Customize entities;4.Customize fields;5.Manage relationships;6.Customize forms;7.Customize views;

8.Customize charts and dashboards;9.Configure business process flows and business rules; QUESTIONYou want to display

information about a parent record within the form of a child record.You need to customize a Quick View form.Which two option are

available to you? Each correct answer presents a complete solution.Choose two. A.    choosing from one section onlyB.    adding

multiple tabsC.    adding multiple sectionsD.    choosing from one tab only Answer: CD QUESTIONYou are configuring a sales

process in Microsoft Dynamics CRM.The sales process needs to have an additional stage if the probability field value is greater than

50%.Which three actions should you perform? Each correct answer presents part of the solution. Choose three. A.    Add a branch

rule to define the condition that should display the high probability stage.B.    Add a stage to the branch for the high probability

opportunity condition.C.    Create a business process flow for your sales process.D.    Create a business rule to conditionally switch

between business process flows if the probability is greater than 50%.E.    Create a second business process flow for the high

probability opportunities. Answer: ABC QUESTIONYou are developing a Microsoft Dynamics CRM solution for a company. Your

solution utilizes an HTML Web Resource on the Account form.Company employees use Microsoft Dynamics CRM Mobile client

for iPad, Android, and Windows.How will this environment affect the user experience? A.    The users will not be able to view the

Web Resource and will need to use the desktop client instead.B.    The users can view the Web Resource, as long as it is within one

of the first five tabs of the default form.C.    The users will have to download and install an update rollup in order to view the Web

Resource.D.    The users will not be able to use the Web Resource until their security role is updated with ISV Customizations

privileges. Answer: A QUESTIONYou are a Microsoft Dynamics CRM consultant for a small business.Your client asks you to

create a custom entity named Event Type. This entity needs to support business process flows, notes, document management and

offline capability for Dynamics CRM for Outlook.Which two custom entity options in you solution cannot be disabled after they are

enabled? Each correct answer presents a complete solution. Choose two. A.    offline capability for Dynamics CRM for OutlookB.   

document managementC.    notesD.    business process flows Answer: CD QUESTIONYou use Microsoft Dynamics CRM Goal

Management to define sales goals over a period of time.You need to track actual and in-progress values for sales.Which goal metric

should you configure? A.    Amount Data TypeB.    Rollup FieldsC.    Metric TypeD.    Fiscal Periods Answer: D QUESTIONWhat

should you configure before you Create goals in Microsoft Dynamics CRM? A.    Fiscal PeriodB.    Target ValueC.    Goal OwnerD.

   Goal Metric Answer: C QUESTIONTo which Microsoft Dynamics CRM object can you apply business rules? A.    A dashboardB.

   A formC.    A viewD.    A chart Answer: B QUESTIONWhich two system entities can participate in business process flows? Each

correct answer presents a complete solution. A.    AccountB.    TaskC.    Knowledge Base ArticleD.    Service ActivityE.    Goal

Metric Answer: AB QUESTIONWhich three entities can include business process flows? Each correct answer presents a complete

solution. A.    GoalB.    Price List ItemC.    AccountD.    QueueE.    Recurring AppointmentF.    Contract Answer: BCE QUESTION

Which two actions can be configured for a business rule? Each correct answer presents a complete solution. A.    Set visibilityB.   

Run workflowC.    Lock or unlock fieldD.    Email link Answer: AC   2016 Microsoft MB2-707 PDF And MB2-707 VCE Dumps
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